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Chris Patton
VDC Manager
Responsibilities: Management and implementation of McCarthy’s VDC process for projects within the Texas
Division. He leads a team of engineers who create models for site logistics planning, estimating, self-perform
work, constructability reviews, and MEP coordination. Chris manages the VDC process, becoming an integrated
member of the project team and making sure team members' models and deliverables meet specific
requirements. In addition, he focuses on development of VDC project strategy, field personnel training, BIM
execution, and research & development of new BIM technology. His emphasis over the last few years has been
to survey all of the various technological tools on the market and leverage them to cut down on wasted time and
improve quality of work.
Recent Project Experience: Ft. Bliss Hospital Replacement in El Paso, TX; DFW Airport Terminal Renovation
and Improvement Project; 1920 McKinney Ave. Office Tower in downtown Dallas; Sands Convention Center
Expansion in Las Vegas.
Education: Received his B.A. in Architecture from the University of Kansas and has worked in the AEC industry
for over 10 years.
Knowledge: AutoCAD, Revit, Navisworks Manage, BIM 360 Field, BIM 360 Glue, Infraworks 360 and ReCap.
Hobbies: skiing, biking and the occasional brewery tours

Ryan Moret
Assistant Superintendent
Responsibilities: His first assignment after graduation from Texas A&M was at the Carl R. Darnall Army Medical
Center project as a new Project Engineer and over the course of 4 years worked his way to become a Project
Assistant Superintendent, he recently transitioned to the Preconstruction Department. He provided jobsite level
support and implementation for BIM 360 Field for this pioneer project within McCarthy and opened doors for
further implementation. Ryan continuously seeks for ways to leverage technology to create a leaner, more
efficient, and less problematic jobsite. He utilized equipment tracking within BIM 360 Field to efficiently track
materials, installation, and quality issues throughout the jobsite.
Recent Project Experience: Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center in Fort Hood, TX and MD Anderson Alkek
Expansion in Houston, TX
Education: Graduated from Texas A&M University’s school of Architecture in Construction Science in 2010
Hobbies: biking, going the gym, watching movies, and all you can eat salad bars

Class Summary
This lecture will consist of a walkthrough of the door frame barcoding process
and the integration with BIM 360 Field Issue & Equipment Tracking. We will take
the class through a step-by-step process of Project Understanding & Setup, BIM
360 Field Information Inputting and Setup (2 options), On-site tagging and finally
Issue and Equipment tracking using BIM 360 Field and the Barcodes.

Key Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
 Understand on-site implementation of this process and process origin
 Understand issue tracking using BIM 360 Field software and barcodes
 Learn how to set up, create, and produce barcodes for door frames on a
project
 Understand and learn how to communicate efficiencies gained by this process
to company and project stakeholders

Class Overview

Class Overview
 Issue Tracking, Equipment, Checklists and
the Barcoding modules of BIM 360 Field.
 While not a prerequisite for the understanding
and implementation of this process, this class
does assume that attendees have a basic
understanding of BIM 360 Field. The class
will not cover the overall setup from scratch of
a new project in BIM 360 Field.

Process Development

Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center Replacement
Killeen, Texas











$536 million / 1 million SF / funded by Federal ARRA funds
Design – Build / HKS / Corps of Engineers
3,000+ rooms (each with at least one door)
50+ Construction Manager Staff
Additional – Subcontractor, Owner’s Reps and Design Team Reps
Federal Government requires “robust” and time consuming QA/QC program
Identifying, Tracking and Maintaining accountability of issues is critical
Started solely with Doors, Frames and Hardware tracking
Evolved to Location Issue Tracking
Kept reporting uniform, accurate, and up to date.

Door Frame Barcode Utilization in
BIM 360 Field

Location
 Issue Tracking

Vs.

Equipment
 Issue Tracking
 Checklists
 Construction Status

1 – Issue Tracking
 One of the most valuable features of
BIM 360 Field
 Information becomes even more
valuable when reported consistently
and thoroughly
 Create Issues by “area”
 Pull open all issues related to an “area”
 Available in both setup options
(Location or Equipment)

2 – QA / QC Checklists
 Inspection checklists allow for
thorough documentation of project
compliance
 Use of barcodes will allow for ease
of association of checklists to
locations.
 Only available when Rooms have
been setup as Equipment

3 – Construction Status
 Fully customizable – Imagination is the limit
 Status of Locations

 Facilitates tracking of progress of inspections
through construction and easily
communicating this information to
stakeholders.
 You can also create fields to track
information regarding the material associated
with the room.


To the right is an example of properties used to track
information for a particular room (1133-01). You can
see that important inspection dates can be tracked
for that room as well as material status.

Implementation of Barcode System

Implementation
Project Team


“Bar Code Champion” = Not always the same job to job



Best suited = Project Engineer or person assigned Doors, Frames and Hardware



Tracking standpoint not Installation standpoint



Intimate knowledge of the Door, Room and Hardware Schedules on the project.



Contact and relationship with the Door Frame Manufacturer and secondarily the Door Frame Installer

*Typical Door Schedule

Implementation
Project Team
 Door Frame Manufacturer
 Not a necessity, but……….greatly reduces task time.
 Already applying some form of marking (Sharpie, sticker, etc.)

 Discuss either including the Construction Team’s barcodes on the
manufacturer stickers, or have stickers supplied by the Construction Team
placed in addition to the manufacturer’s stickers.
* Tip: If the door manufacturer is utilizing a barcode
system of their own, the Construction Manager could
also request the “data” behind their barcoding
system to utilize the same barcodes.

Implementation
Project Team
 Door Frame / Door Hardware Installer
 Could be your Framer, Mason or a separate Door Frame & Hardware Installer
 Framer: What to do if the barcode is missing, mislabeled or damaged during
installation?
 Hardware: What to do with the barcode during and after hardware
installation?
 These questions should be addressed during Preconstruction meetings and in
Work Plan development.

Implementation
Project Team
 Painter
 Tape over the barcode label prior to painting
 Discuss in Work Plan and at Preparatory or
Preconstruction Meeting.
 Typically a good painter is already taping off the
hinge area to prevent identification numbers from
being painted over, and thus your barcode label.

Implementation
Tools and Materials

 Printer:
 Thermal Transfer Printer.
 Light to heavy duty vinyl labels
 Duralabel 300 along with 1” vinyl tape and
transfer ribbon.


* Tip: Large projects should have their own printer,
while smaller projects in the same city or area could
share a printer and thus the cost.

The printer itself will cost approximately
$1500 but can be incorporated into a
package deal with the tape and ribbons
depending on the quantity you are buying.

Implementation
Tools and Materials
Barcode Generation Websites:
 Wide range of paid and free websites
 www.serialio.com.
 Allow you to generate 100 barcodes at a time
and manipulate the size of the label that is
generated.
 NOTE: To BIM 360 field there is no difference
between a QR code and a Barcode, the scanner
will recognize both types. QR codes do allow for
more information within the same size barcode,
however this is generally not an issue for room
numbers.

Implementation
Timing

 Barcode setup completed prior to the door frames
showing up on site and metal stud framing starting.
 Location Tree has been imported into BIM 360 Field and
ready for use so that barcodes can be generated.
 Barcodes generated and developed during the review of
the door hardware submittals.

Implementation
Timing
 Once the barcode numbers are finalized, the
barcodes can be printed.
 Door Manufacturer assistance vs. Applying
stickers at delivery QA/QC

* Tip: Have a discussion with the Door Manufacturer prior to the first door submittals
being turned in.

When we provided an NTP for production on a run of doors, we mailed in the barcodes .
This typically includes a list of the doors released for production. We simply sent an
envelope containing two sets of barcodes (one for back-up as a courtesy to the Door
Manufacturer) along with it that the Manufacturer applied. Easier in the shop than in the
field.

BIM 360 Field Setup & Import

BIM 360 Field Setup
Location Tree



The Location Tree is the most important part of the BIM 360 Field setup
The job site team should take some time and think about how they want to track issues on the job.
 The most obvious way to track location is by room numbers
 When you have a larger site foot print, or large open areas, you need to have some means for
identification





The first step is to gather a list of the room numbers for import to BIM 360 Field.
BIM360 Field will have a field available for description, we suggest entering the name of the room or area.
Then add any locations that your team developed for site or unique portions of the project.

NOTE: You must have administrator rights for your project to setup Locations
and Equipment. All steps from here will assume you have logged into your
project with administrator rights.

BIM 360 Field Setup
Location vs. Equipment
 Two Options: Setup as Locations or Setup physical locations as equipment items.
 Each of these let you track issues by defined locations
 Setting up the room as a piece of ‘Equipment’ will allow you some additional options with
Checklists and statuses as previously discussed, however with the downside of longer
Sync times because of the increase in data this method creates.

Location
 Issue Tracking

Vs.

Equipment
 Issue Tracking
 Checklists
 Construction Status

BIM 360 Field Setup
Option #1 - Locations - This is an easier system to setup and use and is less ‘bulky’ in the system. At this time, it really only lets you start
tracking issues by location very efficiently.
a. Click your name in the top right and go to Settings > Locations >
Import Locations
b. Download the template for Locations import, this is an Excel file.
c. The Location template has instructions for how to format locations so
that they load properly into a Location Tree. For Example: Hospital >
Level 1 > Room 1101-01. It is important to load the barcode number
for each location you plan on using. Usually this is the room number.
d. Upload the template and locations. Keep your upload templates so
you can use the barcode numbers when creating the labels later.
e. The BIM 360 Field system is now ready to read barcodes.

BIM 360 Field Setup
Option #2 - Equipment - This really lets you be more ‘creative’ with the use of the barcodes. This will give you locations in addition to
letting you status various information for each location. This will require that the location tree be setup prior. Do not input barcodes into
the location tree if using the equipment option.
a. We recommend making a type of Equipment for locations. If your project chooses to implement the equipment tracking for actual
owner equipment, this will give you an easy option to filter out all the locations.
i. Click your name in the top right and go to Settings > Equipment
ii. Change the Category to Architectural and type ‘Locations’. Hit the Green Plus Button
iii. Under the Standard Properties tab, enable the barcode label.

BIM 360 Field Setup
Option #2 - Equipment - This really lets you be more ‘creative’ with the use of the barcodes. This will give you locations in addition to letting you status
various information for each location.

1) Return to the Home Page and navigate to the Equipment
Tab.
2) Download the Equipment Template for import, again it is a
simple Excel file.
•

Be sure to fill out the barcodes and Location fields
for each equipment.

3) The template has instructions for how to format locations so
that they load properly into a Location Tree. For
Example: Hospital > Level 1 > Room 1101-01
4) Upload the template.
5) The BIM 360 Field system is ready to read barcodes and
load them as equipment items.

Creating Barcodes and Labels


Using the barcode column from your upload templates, those
numbers should be copied into a barcode generator.



Reminder: Many free ones, find one that does batch
generating



Copy the barcodes into Microsoft Word where your template
for printing labels has been configured. Hit Print.

PRO TIP: This is a great opportunity to include some information for
the door frames. We added notes for Fire Ratings, STC, Electronic
Frame preps onto the labels so that they could quickly be checked in
the field. This allowed us to find any issues with the door frame
preps before they were installed in their openings.

Creating Barcodes and Labels

What Does this look like in the Field?

Why Do We Do This?
• Consolidate project issues onto a single issue
list and provide documentation for
inspections.
• Typically jobs have issues spread out across
multiple trades, inspectors, and managers.
• Provides a comprehensive report with
locations and aging reports.
• Open issues much faster as you no longer
have to navigate to a new location every time
you change rooms.

• When a system is easier to use, it is more
likely to be used by the project staff.
• Won’t have to look up any room numbers and
your barcodes can/will provide room numbers
for other trades to reference as they see fit.
• Essentially the barcodes create an
opportunity for access points to make a
‘smarter’ building that can interact with
the jobsite management and coordination
software.

Additional Applications to Consider

Additional Applications to Consider
Equipment Commissioning Tracking
 Arduous Task
 End of job, loss of focus = longer durations,
 Poor communication or protocols in place with the Commissioning Agents = longer durations
 Commissioning Agents will need to be given Project Admin rights within the system so that they
can start and complete Checklists.
 Barcodes will need to be setup under the Equipment module and assigned to each piece of
equipment on the job that goes through the Commissioning process.
 Typically the Contractor will end up being the person applying the barcodes to the equipment at
installation or first inspection; there are probably too many pieces of equipment coming from too
many different suppliers to handle this task on the front end like the door frames.

Additional Applications to Consider
Material Tracking
 Any material on a jobsite can be tracked.
 Example: Owner Supplied Contractor Installed Medical Equipment.

 Owners will typically wait until the last minute before purchasing so that
they can purchase the latest and greatest equipment.
 360 Field allows the team to keep current status of each piece of
equipment so that Owners can have a clear picture of what still may
need to be purchased, to what has arrived and what still needs to be
installed.

 Contractors can clearly communicate to subcontractors when equipment
will be on site and when it is scheduled to be installed and if those
activities are going to take place when the schedule shows them to.

Additional Applications to Consider
Atypical Surfaces
 Example: Structural Steel
 Typical printed barcode sticker would either not stick or fall off sooner

 The barcode system could still be used and the structural steel still
tracked as Locations (column grids) or as Equipment (by piece at a grid
location)
 But…… How do we apply the barcode?

Questions?

We are interested in the potential use of
Field for storing Commissioning information
for our mechanical equipment, as well as
O&M's, Submittals, Maintenance schedules,
etc. Can you show how this can be achieved
and then turned over to the building
owners/building maintenance crew?

Best practices for door frame barcodes and
what materials work best in your
experience?

Discuss barcodes versus QR codes and will
Field provide that as an option?

How to simplify / streamline things by using
bar codes.....does this additional planning
and work really pay off long term in savings
or is it just a neat bell and whistle?

Session Feedback





Via the Survey Stations, email or mobile device
AU 2015 passes given out each day!
Best to do it right after the session
Instructors see results in real-time
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